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1. INTRODUCTION
 .It is well known that the finite simple group of Lie type F 2 has the4
Dynkin diagram o , where the maximal parabolic corre-o o o
 .sponding to the endnodes are extensions of Sp 2 by a normal subgroup6
15 7  .of order 2 . Now there exists a non-split extension 3 Sp 2 acting flag-6
;transitively on a geometry with diagram o , and in the contexto o
 .of the classification of semiclassical geometries resp. parabolic systems
this gives rise to the question whether there exists also a geometry with
diagram
43;21 Äo Fo o o  .4
7  .  .and rank-3-residues belonging to 3 Sp 2 instead of Sp 2 , and if so,6 6
whether this geometry is uniquely determined and what are the possible
automorphism groups.
;Here the diagram o stands for the 3-fold cover of the generalizedo
 .Sp 2 -quadrangle, and a flag-transitive geometry G is called semiclassical4
if each residue of corank 2 is either this 3-fold cover, a generalized digon,
or a generalized m-gon, m G 3, coming from some group of Lie type in
char 2. The interest in semiclassical geometries is motivated by the fact
that some of the sporadic simple groups can be characterized as automor-
 w x.phism groups of a geometry belonging to this class see RS . For example,
7  .apart from the group 3 Sp 2 also the sporadic simple groups M and He6 24
* This work is part of the Ph.D. thesis of the author.
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; w xact on a geometry with diagram o , and it was shown in Heio o
that these three groups are the only possibilities.
w x 833  .In W2 there is constructed a non-split extension 3 F 2 , which4
Ä .provides an example of a grouprgeometry with diagram of type F .4
w xMoreover, it is shown in W1 that if G is a flag transitive automorphism
Ä .group of a geometry of type F , where the residues of objects of types 14
7  .and 4 belong to 3 Sp 2 , then there exists a homomorphism of G onto the6
 .group F 2 . The aim of this paper is to show that, under the assumption4
that the kernel of this homomorphism is abelian, G is uniquely deter-
mined. We prove the following
THEOREM. Let G be a group acting flag-transiti¨ ely on a geometry of type
Ä .F . Suppose there exists an abelian normal subgroup M of G such that4
 .  .G:GrM ( F 2 and M s M l G , where G F G is the stabilizer of an4 1 1
  . 7  ..object of type 1 i.e., G rO G ( 3 Sp 2 . Then G is a non-split extension1 2 1 6
833  .3 F 2 .4
Ä Ä Ä .  .We fix the following notation: G is a geometry of type F , G F Aut G4
 .a flag-transitive group, F ( F 2 , and G the natural geometry belonging4
Äi i Äto F. For i s 1, 2, 3, 4, by G , G we denote the elements of G resp. G of
Äi Ä .type i. Furthermore, G are the elements of type i in res a for a g G andÄ ÄaÄ
i Ä 4similarly we define G for a g G. For a , a , a , a a flag in G, letÄ Ä Ä Äa 1 2 3 4
w xG s G be the stabilizer of a in G. Notice that it follows from W1 thatÄi a iÄi
 15 7.  .G ( G ( 2 = 3 Sp 2 .1 4 6
We assume that there exists M eG such that GrM ( F, M9 s 1 and
}
 .G:M s M l G . Then M is even elementary abelian because it is1
generated by elementary abelian groups. Let w : G ª F be the canonical
 .epimorphism and F s w G , i s 1, 2, 3, 4. To w there is naturally associ-i i
Äated a morphism of geometries G ª G which we denote by the same
Äiletter w. If we identify the element a g G with the corresponding coset
Ä1 .  . .G g, then w a s F w g . If a , a g G map under w onto the samei i 1 2
element of G1, then a s am for some m g M. As M is abelian we get2 1
mmO G s G l M s G l M s G l M s G l M s O G . .  .  .3 a a a a a 3 a2 2 1 1 1 1
1 Ä1So if a g G and a g G is any element in the preimage of a, thenÄ
 .  .O G is independent of the choice of a and M s O G is well defined.Ä3 a a 3 aÄ Ä
Similarly we can define M for b g G 4, and for a g G1, b g G 4 we setb a
 < 4:M s M l M . Since M s M b g G , we haveab a b a ab a
 < 1 4:M s M a g G , b g G ,ab a
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Äand obviously this expression only depends on G and not on G. We will
< <take advantage of this fact to determine M . But first we need some
details about the action of F on G, which we describe in the next section.
 .2. THE GEOMETRY OF F 24
Let's denote the elements of G1 points and the elements of G 2 lines and
let G be the collinearity graph of G with respect to this convention. Then G
 . 1is the graph with set of vertices V G s G , and two distinct elements
1  .  . 2 2a, b g G form an edge a, b g E G iff there is an element c g G l G ,a b
i.e., the points a, b lie on the common line c. Further, for a, b g G1, by
 .  4d a, b we denote the distance of a and b in G, and for i g N j 0 we set
 .  1 <  . 4  .  4  .  .G a s b g G d a, b s i . So G a s a and G a s G a is thei 0 1
neighbourhood of a in G.
1  4LEMMA 2.1. Let a g G . Then F has fi¨ e orbits O s a , O , O , O , Oa 1 2 3 4 5
on the ¨ertices of G and the following holds:
 .  . < < 14 6  .i O s G a , O s 2 ? 135 s 270, and F ( 2 .2 .L 2 for b g2 2 ab 3
O ;2
 .  1 <  . 4 4 4 < < 5ii O s b g G b f G a , G l G / B , O s 2 ? 63 s 2016,3 a b 3
and F ( 21q5.24.25 S for b g O ;ab 6 3
 .  . < < 8iii O s G a _ O , O s 2 ? 135 s 34560, and F (4 2 3 4 a b
3 1q3 6  .2 .2 .2 .L 2 for b g O ;3 4
 .  . < < 15  .iv O s G a , O s 2 s 32768, and F ( Sp 2 for b g O .5 3 5 ab 6 5
 .Proof. We can consider res a as the classical symplectic geometry for
 .  . 4 3 2the group F rO F ( Sp 2 , where the sets G , G , and G corresponda 2 a 6 a a a
to the points, totally isotropic lines, and maximal totally isotropic sub-
< 2 < 2 2spaces. So G s 135 and F is transitive on G . Let c g G . Thena a a a
 .  .  .  .O F F F , but O F g O F , so there is an element in O F which2 a c 2 a 2 c 2 a
1  4interchanges the two elements in G R a . This shows that F is transitivec a
 . <  . <on G a and G a s 270.
4  .Let e g G . Then a corresponds to a point in res e considered asa
 . 1symplectic geometry for F rO F . Hence in G , there are 32 points note 2 e e
lying on a line with a and F l F is transitive on these points witha e
 .  .  .F l F O F rO F ( S for such a point b. Now the actions ofae b e 2 e 2 e 6
 .  . 4  .F l F on O F and O F and the transitivity of F on G yield ii .a e 2 a 2 e a a
Now let b g O and c g G 2 the line containing a and b. Then we can2 1
 .consider c also as a maximal totally isotropic subspace in res b . One can1
 .easily calculate in the Sp 2 -geometry that there are 64 maximal totally6
 .isotropic subspaces in res b intersecting c trivially and that they form an1
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orbit of F l F . If c / c g G 2 is an element in this orbit, thenb c 1 2 b1
 .  .  .  .  .F l F O F rO F ( L 2 . As calculation in F 2 shows thatbc bc 2 b 2 b 3 41 2
 .  .  .  .O F l O F / O F l O F , we get an orbit of size 270 ? 64 ? 22 b 2 c 2 b 2 c1 2
with the properties of O .4
Finally, since F is the centralizer of an involution in F, we can identifya
1  . w xG with a conjugacy class of involutions in F 2 . Now by A , F contains a4
 . 1q6  .subgroup H ( Sp 2 and if H ( 2 .Sp 2 is the stabilizer of a point8 1 6
 :  .¨ in the natural module V of H, then H F C z for an involution1 F
w xz g F. Again by A and symmetry of the diagram we may suppose
 :H s H l F . Let ¨ , w be a hyperbolic plane in V. Then N s1 a
 :.  .  .N ¨ , w ( S = Sp 2 and N l H s N l F ( Z = Sp 2 . Now forH 3 6 1 a 2 6
 .  :  .  .x g N, o x s 2, with z, x ( S , we have N l F l C x ( Sp 2 and3 a H 6
 .  .  .it follows from the indecomposable action of F rO F on O F anda 2 a 2 a
w x  .  . 1z, x / 1, that C x s N l F l C x . Thus the element of G corre-F a Ha
sponding to x yields the orbit O .5
Now the assertion of the lemma follows from 1 q 270 q 2016 q 34560
1< < < <q 32768 s 69615 s F:F s G .a
<  . < <  . <LEMMA 2.2. Let b g O . Then G b l O s 29, G b l O s 112,2 2 3
<  . <  .G b l O s 128, and G b l O s B.4 5
 . <  . <Proof. In the proof of 2.1 we have already seen that G b l O G 128.4
Let c g G 2 be the line through a and b and b g G1 the third point1 1
 .  .on c . Then obviously b g G b l O . Now, if we look again at res b as a1 1 2
symplectic geometry, it is not difficult to show that F has four orbits onbc1
G 2 of length 1, 14, 56, and 64. The orbit of length 64 corresponds to theb
 .just mentioned elements in G b l O .4
 .If c is in the orbit of length 14, then dim c l c s 2, c , c consid-2 1 2 1 2
 .ered as subspaces of the symplectic vectorspace for F rO F . In particu-b 2 b
3 3  4 1 1lar, there exists an element d g G l G and a j G : G . As thec c c d1 2 2
 .elements of res d of types 1 and 2 form a projective plane, any element in
G1 lies on a common line with a, i.e., is contained in O . Together withc 22
<  . <the element b this yields G b l O G 1 q 2 ? 14.1 2
 .If c is in the orbit of length 56, then dim c l c s 1 and there is a2 1 2
4 4  .unique element e g G l G . In res e c and c corresponding to totallyc c 1 21 2
isotropic lines through the point b, which are not contained in a common
maximal totally isotropic subspace. So if b / b g G1 , then b and a are2 c 22
<  . <not on a common line and b g O . Hence G b l O G 2 ? 56 and the2 3 3
 .assertion of the lemma follows from 1 q 1 q 2 ? 14 q 2 ? 56 q 2 ? 64 s
<  . <270 s G b .
<  . < <  . < <  .LEMMA 2.3. Let b g O . Then G b l O s G b l O s 15, G b l3 2 3
<  .O s 240, and G b l O s B.4 5
 .  .Proof. Counting the pairs x, y with x g O , y g O , x g G y in two2 3
 .  . <  . <different ways, by 2.1 and 2.2 we get 270 ? 112 s 2016 ? G b l O , so2
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<  . <  :HG b l O s 15. Geometrically, these are the 15 points in a, b in2
 . 4res e , where e is the unique element in G incident to a and b. Of course
 .  .the remaining 15 points in G b l res e are in O . For x g O we have3 5
< x < < 10  . <  . <  .F :F G F : F l F G 2 by 2.1 . So G b s 270 implies G b lb b x ab ab a x
O s B.5
 . 2  .Finally, F 2 is a subgroup of E 2 2; we can consider G as a subgraph4 6
2  .of the collinearity graph of the E 2 2-geometry and b has only 276
 wneighbours in the orbit corresponding to O see Iv, Sects. 6, 7 and3
x.  .  .  .Fig. 1 . So G b l O / B. Let b g G b l O . Then 2.1 implies that4 1 4
3 3 5 < <F l F ( 2 .2 .2 .S and F :F l F s 240 s 270 y 2 ? 15.a bb 4 ab ab ab1 1
 . <  . < <  . <LEMMA 2.4. i Let b g O . Then G b l O s 1, G b l O s 14,4 2 3
<  . < <  . <G b l O s 127, and G b l O s 128.4 5
 . <  . < <  . <  .ii Let b g O . Then G b l O s G b l O s 135 and G b1 5 1 4 1 5 1
l O s B for i / 4, 5.i
<  . <Proof. Let b g O . For i s 2, 3 we can calculate G b l O as in the4 i
 . <  . < < < <  . < < <proof of 2.3 from the equations G b l O ? O s G x l O ? O withi 4 4 i
 .  .x g O . Further we have G x l O s B for x g O and i s 1, 2, 3 by 2.1i i 5
 .  :to 2.3 . But G is connected because F s F , F , hence there exists1 2
 .  . 6  .b g G b l O . Then 2.1 implies that F l F ( 2 .L 2 and that1 5 ab ab 31
 .  .F has two orbits of length 135 on G b . But G b ­ O , since otherwiseab 1 1 41
we would calculate
< <O ? G b l O .5 1 4 8G b l O s s 2 . 5 < <O4
<  . <  . <  . <and G b G 1 q 14 q 256 ) 270. So 2 holds and we have G b l O s5
<  . <128 and G b l O s 127.4
 .  .We summarize the information from 2.1 to 2.4 in Fig. 1. For b g Oi
<  . <the numbers G b l O are placed around the box representing the orbitj
O at the line joining O with O .i i j
FIGURE 1
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3. DETERMINATION OF THE KERNEL
 4Let a , a , a , a be a flag in G such that F s F . Let M s M ,1 2 3 4 i a 1 ai 11  .F1M s M , and M s M M .4 a 1 44
LEMMA 3.1. dim M 1 s 385.
1  < 4: < 4 < 4Proof. Obviously M s M e g G and G s 63. Let e g G , de a a a e1 1 13 3  < 1 4 < < < 1 < wg G l G , and B s M x g G . Then B s G s 7 and by IS,a e e x e d e d1 e e
 .x 1 45.7 , B is a basis for M . So M is generated by D B . Now by oure e eg G ea1
choice of d we have M g B and the 63 subspaces M , e g G 4e a e e a e a1 1 1
generate the 7-dimensional space M . It follows dim M 1 F 63 ? 7 y 56 s1
385.
  ..On the other hand, for Z s Z O F we have1 2 1
1 1 1
1 1M s C Z [ M , Z and M , Z s C Z , .  .[M 1 1 1 M
ZgH
 .1where H denotes the set of hyperplanes Z F Z with C Z / 1. Now for1 M
4 <  . <  .e g G , we have Z F F , Z : Z l O F s 2 and Z l O F g H. Bya 1 e 1 1 2 e 1 2 e1w  .x  .Sh, 3.5 any t g Z _ O F acts fixed-point freely on M rM . So1 2 e e a e1
 . w x w x   ..1 1C Z s M , dim M , Z s 6, M , Z s C Z l O F , andM 1 1 e 1 e 1 w M , Z x 1 2 e11   .. 11M s M [ [ C Z l O F , which yields dim M s 7 q 63 ?41 M 1 2 eeg Ga16 s 385.
 :  .   ..  :LEMMA 3.2. Let z s Z F and z g Z O F _ z . Then1 1 2 1 1
w 1 x  .1M , z s 1 and dim C z s 193.1 M
 . 4Proof. The first assertion is clear since z g O F for all e g G . For1 2 e a1
  ..  :z g Z O F R z , by arguments similar to those used in the proof of2 1 1
 .  . < 4 <  .4 <13.1 we get dim C z s 7 q 6 ? e g G z g O F s 7 q 6 ? 31 sM a 2 e1
193.
1  < :LEMMA 3.3. M s M b g O .b 2
2 2 < 4 < 4 4Proof. Let b g O and c g G l G . Then G s 7 and G s G l2 a b c c a1 14 w  .xG . As above, IS, 5.7 impliesb
 < 4:  < 4:  < 4: 1M s M x g G F M x g G F M x g G s M .b b x c x c x a1
So we have shown G .
4 3 3  .Now let e g G and choose d g G l G . In res e , d corresponds to aa a e1 1
maximal totally isotropic subspace containing the point a . So if a / b g1 1
1  .G , then b and a lie on a common line in res d , i.e., b g O . Asd 1 2
1 1 4 < :  < :M s M b g G and M s M e g G , we get F .e b e d e a1
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4  .F4  .  .Let M s M M . Then by symmetry we get analogs of 3.1 , 3.2 ,1 4
 . 4 4 w 4 xand 3.3 for M . In particular, we have dim M s 385, M , z s 1 for4
 :  . 4  < 4 3 3:z s Z F , and M s M e g G , there exists d g G l G . Next4 4 e a e4
we show:
 1 4.LEMMA 3.4. dim M l M s 193 and
1 4  < 4 3 3 3 :M l M s M e g G , there is d g G l G l Ge e a a1 4
 < 1 2 2 2 :s M b g G , there is c g G l G l G .b b a a1 4
 1 4.  .Proof. To show that dim M l M s 193, by 3.2 it suffices to show
 . 4  :  .1that C z F M . As Z r z is the natural Sp 2 -module, the actionM 4 1 1 6
 .   :.a  .of F rO F on Z r z corresponds to the action of F rO F on1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1
4  :  :G . In this action z , z r z corresponds to the element a anda 4 1 1 41
  .  :. H 4Z l O F r z corresponds to a . So for e g G , we have z g Z1 2 4 1 4 a 4 11H  .l K if and only if e g a in res a , i.e., if and only if there existe 4 1
d g G 3 l G 3 l G 3 . Hencee a a1 4
 < 4 3 3 3 :1C z s M e g G , there exists d g G l G l G , .M 4 e a e a a1 1 4
 . 4  .1C z F M by the analog of 3.3 and we have also deduced the firstM 4
expression for M 1 l M 4. Of course the second expression follows by
symmetry.
2  1 4.F1  . 2Let M s M M . By 3.3 , M - M if b g O . We are going tob 2
show that M F M 2 for all b g G1. Then M s M 2.b
 . 2LEMMA 3.5. i If b g O , then M F M .3 b
 .  < : 2ii If b g O , then M F M x g O j O F M .4 b x 2 3
Proof. Since O is an orbit of F , it suffices to prove the statement in3 1
 . 1i for one representative of O . So we may choose b g G l O . Then3 a 34
M F M 4 F M 2 by definition of M 2.b
 . 2 2 2 2Now let b g O , b g O l G b , c g G l G , and c g G l G .4 1 2 1 a b 2 b b1 1 1
Then G i l G i s B for i s 3, 4.c c1 2
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 < 4 :  < 4 : 4We have M s M e g G F M e g G . If e g G , then eb b e c e c 1 c 12 2 24  .g G and in res b , e corresponds to a point lying in the maximal totallyb 1 11
isotropic subspace c . As c also corresponds to a maximal totally isotropic2 1
 . Hsubspace in res b , there is a point e g e l c . So e , e lie on a1 2 1 1 1 2
 . 4 3common line d g res b . In other words, there is e g G and d g G l1 2 c b1 1
G 3 l G 3 . As e is incident to c , it is also incident to a , and as G1 F G1 ,e e 2 1 1 d e1 2 21  .  < 1:we have G : O j O . Now ii follows from M s M x g G Fd 2 3 e x e d1 11 < :  .  .M x g G , 3.3 , and i .x d
1 g  . gFor b g G , b s a with g g F, let O b s O , i s 1, . . . , 5.1 i i
 .LEMMA 3.6. If b g O , then O b : O j O j O .2 3 2 3 4
 .  4 4 4  4 2 2Proof. Let b g O , b g O b , e s G l G , and c s G l G . If2 1 3 1 b b a b1 1
e g G 4 , then b g O j O . So we can assume that e is not incident to1 a 1 2 3 11
 .a . Then c corresponds to a maximal totally isotropic subspace in res b1
 .and e to a point not lying on c. As in the proof of 3.5 , there exist1
e g G 4 and d g G 3 l G 3 l G 3 . The same argument applied to b and d2 c b e e 11 2
 . 1 2 2 2in res e yields elements b g G and c g G l G l G . As b is1 2 d 1 e b b 21 1 2
incident to d, it is also incident to e g G 4 , hence b g O j O . Now the2 a 2 2 31
 .  .  .assertion follows from b g G b , 2.2 , and 2.3 .1 2
2  < :LEMMA 3.7. M s M s M x g O j O .x 2 3
 .  . 2Proof. By 3.3 and 3.5 , M F M for b g O j O j O j O , inb 1 2 3 4
 .  <particular G holds. Moreover, by 2.1 it suffices to show M F M x gb x
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:  . O j O for b g O . Let b g O and b g O l G b which exists by2 3 5 5 1 2 2
 ..  .  .  .  .2.4 . By 3.6 , b f O b , so b g O b because d b, b s 2. Now3 1 4 1 1
 < :M F M x g G b j O b by 3.5 .  .  .b x 1 3 1
 < :F M x g O j O j O by 2.2 and 3.6 .  .x 2 3 4
 < :F M x g O j O by 3.5 .x 2 3
and the assertion follows.
For the determination of dim M we also need a little lemma about the
action of dihedral groups on vectorspaces over fields of odd characteristic.
LEMMA 3.8. Let P ( Dn act on a ¨ectorspace V o¨er a field F such that 28
 . ndoes not di¨ ide char F. If Z P acts fixed-point freely on V, then 2 di¨ ides
dim V.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. If n s 1, then
42 2 < :P s x , y x s y s xy s 1 . .
 :  .  :Let z s Z P and consider the action of x, z ( E on V. Since 2 does4
 .  .  .not divide char F and C z s 0, we have V s C x [ C xz . ButV V V
y  .  .  .xz s x , so dim V s dim C xz q dim C x s 2 ? dim C x and the in-V V V
duction is anchored.
 .  . ny1  :If n ) 1, take x g P, o x s 2. Then C x ( D = x and the pairP 8
 .  :  .P s C x r x , V s C x satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma, so by1 P 1 V
induction 2 ny1 divides dim V . As before we can show dim V s 2 ? dim V ,1 1
so the assertion follows.
LEMMA 3.9. dim M s 833.
 .  1 4.F1  .Proof. By 3.7 , M s M M and by 3.2 , z acts fixed-point freely1
on M 1M 4rM 1. Therefore z is fixed-point free on MrM 1 and we have1
1 .dim C z s 385. Let M s MrM andM 1
< <H s Z F Z Z :Z s 2, C Z / 1 . . 41 1 M
 .Then M s [ C Z and z f Z for any Z g H. Therefore we getM 1Z g H
 .  . y . q .N Z rO F ( O 2 or O 2 for each Z g H.F 2 1 6 61
 :  .  .Let z s Z F . Then z g Z and by 3.2 and symmetry between 14 4 4 1
 .  .and 4, dim C z s 385 y 193 s 192. Calculating in the group F 2M 4 4
< <shows that there is a subgroup U F Z with U s 8 and z g U, such that1 4
all elements in U a are conjugate in F . Take a hyperplane Z g H. Then1
< < < <   . < :U l Z G 4. Let U F U l Z with U s 4. Then M s C x x g U ,0 0 M 0
 .  .  .and since 1 / C Z F C x l C y for x, y g U , we get dim M -M M M 0
3 ? 192 s 576.
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 . 1q8 y . 1q8 q .On the other hand N Z rZ ( 2 .O 2 or 2 .O 2 acts onF 6 61
 .  .  .C Z and F permutes the subgroups C Z as the cosets of N Z . SoM 1 M F1i .we get dim M s 28n q 36n with n s dim C Z for appropriate hy-1 2 i M
i   . . 4    . ..perplanes Z . Since O N Z rZ ( D and Z O N Z rZ s2 F 8 2 F1 1
 :  .z ZrZ acts fixed-point freely on M, by 3.8 , 16 must divide n . Now1 i
36 ? 16 s 576 ) dim M, so n s 0, . . . , and 28 ? 16 ? 2 s 448 ? 2 ) 576, so2
n s 1 and dim M s 448 and dim M s 448 q 385 s 883.1
 . < < 833Proof of the Theorem. By 3.9 , M s 3 , so it remains to show that
 .the extension is non-split. Suppose G s MF with F ( F 2 . Let w :4
 .  .G ª F be the canonical epimorphism and F s w G , K s O F .1 1 1 2 1
Since F and G both contain a Sylow-2-subgroup of G, we may assume1 1
 .  .  .  .K s O G . Now N K s C K and in the proof of 3.1 we have1 2 1 M 1 M 1
 .  .seen that C K s M . This implies that G s N K s M F , a contra-M 1 1 1 G 1 1 1
7  .diction to the fact that G rK ( 3 Sp 2 is a non-split extension.1 1 6
Remark. It is an open problem whether the hypothesis that M is
abelian can be dropped from the theorem.
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